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ABSTRACT
The influence of viscous drag on dislocation motion in close-packed
metals is examined.

Three experimental measurements of the viscous drag

are discussed , i. e. internal friction, strain rate vs stre ss, and
stress-time-displacement measurements.
these methods are compared.

Exp e rime ntal results of each of

Theories of dislocation-phonon and dislo-

cation-electron interactions leading to viscous drag are briefly described.
The experimentally-determined dislocation drag coefficient is qualitatively in agreement with the predictions of damping through dislocationphonon interactions.

It is concluded that additional theoretical work

is needed for a quantitative comparison of theory and experiment.

Addi-

tional experimental work to determine the tempe rature dependence of the
drag coefficient below 66°K is needed to resolve discrepancies in different theories of the dislocation-electron interact ion.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Viscous drag on dislocat ions implies the existence of a dissipative

force, proportional to dislocation velocity.

The consequences of such

a force and measurement of its magnitude are treated in this paper, and
theories of its origin

ar~

briefly described.

We will restrict our

attention to dislocations whose displacement does not involve the generation and motion of abrupt k i nks, as exemplified by dislocations in closepacked metals.
It will be shown that the existence of a viscous drag force has a
profound effect on the slip behavior of crystalline solids even under
conditions where the viscous forces on dislocations do not dictate the
stress levels required to sustain the deformation rate.

As dislocation

velocities increase, the viscous drag forces on dislocations predominate
over the other forces which act to resist dislocation motion, and under
this condition the magnitude of the viscous drag and the number of moving
dislocations dictate the stress level required to sustain the deformation
rate.

II.

DISLOCATION MOTION WITH LOCALIZED OBSTACLES AND VISCOUS DRAG
Frost and Ashby

1

have analyzed the motion of a dislocation passing

through an array of discreet obstacles and acted upon by a viscous drag.
Their calculations predict that applied stresses of the order of twice
the critical stress to break through the obstacles will produce essentially the free-fli g ht dislocation velocity which is governed by the
viscous drag alone (and not the obstacles).

At lower applied stresses,

both the viscous dru g and the obstacles influence the average dislocation
velocity.

The dislocation motion which may be steady on a macrosc opic

scale, is then discontinuous o ' t a scale which resolves the obstacles.
If the obstacles are strong tut thermally pene trable, the average dislocation velocities at low stresses will be governed by the properties
of the obstacles (not the 'liscous drag).

The time for thermal activation

is then long compared to the transit time between obstacles.

The vis-

cous drag plays an important role even in this case, as it limits the
kinetic energy of the dislocation to a small fraction of the work done
by the applied stress in moving the dislocation from obstacle to obstacle.
If the viscous drag were absent, this work would go into kinetic energy
and be available to overcome the next obstacle.

Thus, the obstacles

would not control the dislocation velocity if there were no viscous drag.
To illustrate how effectively a small viscous drag dissipates the
work done in driving a dislocation from obstacle to obstacle we will
consider the simplified case of a straight dislocation, initially at
rest but free to move under the influence of the applied stress and a
viscous drag.

The equation of motion for a unit length of dislocation

is then

m dv
dt
where

+

Bv

Tb

m

mass per unit length of dislocation

v

velocity and v = 0 at time t = O,

B

viscous drag coefficient,

T =applied resolved shear stress, and

b

magnitude of the Burge rs vector.
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approaches the terminal ve.locity with an acceleration time constant B
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The distance moved before the dislocation achieves 90% of its terminal
velocity is given by
2
1.4 Tbm/B .

(4)

This distance increases with stress and for non-relativistic velocities
(v < c/10 where c is the appropriate sonic velocity)
s

Taking m

=

m b
0
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where m

0

< 0.14 em/B.

=

( 5)

mass per unit volume of the crystal, and the

experimental value for B at room temperature for aluminum (discussed
below) gives
s

90

< lOb .

( 6)

Thus the dislocation reaches 90% of its terminal velocity before it travels
a distance of lOb.
for al l
spacln~s

This estimate of an upperbound for s

clo~;;e-packed

metals.

90

should hold

From this we conc lude that for obstacle

lar!-!,e compare d to lOb the dislo"cation moves most of the way

between obstacles at essent ially its terminal velocity with the viscous
drag force essentially equal to the driving force.

The work done by the
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applied stress in moving the ,,islocation from obstacle to obstacle is
essentially all dissipated.

Without a viscous drag this work would go

into kinetic energy which would be available to overcome the next obstacle,
and a steady state velocity (vt << c) would not occur.

In this way the

viscous drag force plays an important role, even under conditions where
the stress level required to maintain the deformation rate is governed
by the strength of the obstacle rather than by the magnitude of the viscous drag coefficient.
When internal stresses are present with a wave length much greater
than lOb, the dislocation will travel with a varying velocity which is
at any point essentially equal to the terminal velocity associated with
the stress at that point.

Li

2

has shown that the average velocity of a

dislocation is decreased by such an internal stress, even when the internal stress has a mean value equal to zero.

The energy dissipated by

viscous drag is unaffected by the internal stress whe n the mean value
of the internal stress over the path of motion is zero.

III.

MEASUREMENT OF THE VISCOUS DRAG COEFFICIENT.
Three different experimental methods have been used to obtain estimate s

of the viscous drag coefficient in close-packed metals.

They are internal

friction measurements, stress vs strain rate measurements at strain
rates > 10

2

sec

-1

, and dislocation displaceme nt me asurements.

The internal friction method employs very low alt ernating stress
ll'Vl ~
ill).',

l.s such Llwt

tlw

di s lo c ation network is vihrated, usually without break-

away [rolll pinning points.

Ener gy is dis sipated by the viscous drag on

Lhc vibrating dislocations resulting in a decay in the amplitude of the

alt e rnati ng s tr ess .

Measurement of the st'rain and strain rate at stress levels where
dislocation v eloci ty is controllc1l by the viscous drag (and not other
obstacles) gives a measure of the viscous drag if the density of moving
dislocations is known.

Meusurement of dislocation displacement produced

by a stress pulse of known duration and amplitude permits calculations
of the viscous drag coefficient when the stress amplitude is sufficiently
large to produce viscous drag-controlled velocities.

Results of experi-

mental measurements of B using each of these three methods are discussed
below.
Internal Friction Measurements
The first indirect measurements of B were obtained from internal
friction experiments.

The experiments were interpreted on the basis of

the vibrating string model

3

A recent review of internal friction and

elastic modulus measurements is given in reference 4.

In contrast with

the other methods of measuring B, the dislocation velocities in the internal friction experiments are less than 10 em/sec, and the dislocation
displacements are usually only a few b.

Four techniques which do not

require knowledge of the spacing or distribution of p ·i nning points along
the dislocations have been employed to deduce B from internal friction
measurements:
1) Measurement of the decrement vs frequency (at constant

temperature) around the damped resonant peak.
2) DetL•cm.i.nnt ion o[ the asymptotic behavior o[ the decrement
(at n>nsl••••t Lt••n perat ur.e ) al ft· e qu e nci es above the damped
t·cHoJiant

peak.

:3) Measurement

0

r the de c r e ment

VS

t e mpe rature at constant

frequency a round the decrement peak.

4) Measurement at two

fre~uencies

of the stress amplitude which

produces an internal friction peak in a specimen in both the
superconducting and the normal state.
Methods 1) and 2) require the assumption that the dis.location network
l e n gths do not change wita frequency, while method 3) requires that these
lengths do not change with temperature.

The first three methods give the

ratio of B to the density of dislocations that contributes to the damping.
Method 4) obtains B without any assumption about the dislocation density,
but it is based upon a more complicated dislocation model (methods 1-3
apply to the low stress range where the decrement is independent of
stress amplitude).
The values of B calculated from decrement measurements will be overestimated when energy dissipation by processes other than viscous drag
on dislocations takes place.

Alers and Salama

5

measured the dislocation

contribution to the elastic modulus and to the decrement in Cu (by observing
these quantities before and after irradiating the specimen to tie up the
dislocations) .

Their measurements are shown in Figs . land 2.

ment measurements, Fig .

The deere-

l, indicate that the dislocation contribution (the

difference between the two measurements) is very small at low temperatures
and increases markedly above about 20 °K .

The decrement in both irradiated

and unirradiated material rose rapidly below 20°K.

The frequency used

in this experiment was well above the resonant frequency for the unpinned
disloc a tion network, so the differ e nce in the two curves is ess e ntially
pro pot: t i u nnl tu B .
VI g.

2,

<'n~ n se

WH H

The di s loca tion c ontrlbution to the s he ar modulu s ,

fo und to lw

11

max lmum near O''K and t o dec r ea s e with an in-

ln tl'mperature up to 300 °K.

Thi s behavio r

is to be expected if

- ,B is small at low temperature
Alers and Thomps o n

6

a~td

increases with inc reasing temperature.

were the first to report values of B for single

crystals of copper measured by internal fricti on techniques.

Their esti-

mates were somewhat higher than those found in the direct measurements
discussed be low, but

me asure ments by Thompson and Young

subs ~ quen t

7

(using refined d e t erminations of the dislocation density) have brought
the internal friction and direct measurements into agreement (in the
temperature range 66 °-300°K).
Mason

8

has report e d B values obtained from internal frictio n measure-

ments in aluminum and copper .

His measurements, Fig . 3, show a decrease

in B with a decrease in temperature down to about 100 °K, and a rapid
rise in B with decreasing temperatures below 100°K.

The low temperature

behavior is in contrast to the results of Alers and Thompson

5

and Salama .

Seeger

9

6

and Al e rs

has pointe d out that a lar ge B as reported b y Mason

at low temperatures would essentially prevent the o bserved dislocati o n
contribution to the modulus decrement at the hi gh frequencies .
this, Mason

9

To counter

has argued that the low temperatur e meas urements may b e

affec ted by a t e mperature dependence of the dislocation loop lengths.
Granato

4

However,

explained tha t, at high frequencies, the effec t of pinning points

b ecomes n eg lig ible and then the temperature d e p e ndence of loop l e n g ths
does not effect the temperature -dependence of B.
Hikata and Elbaum

10

used mea surements of the s hift in amplitude at

maximum ultrasoni c att e nua t ion i n normal and s up erco ndu ct ing l ead to
dl·lvnniiH' B

II = H. x 10

- ')

dis J o ca t ion

Ill

tlw nonnal stale.

d y 1 H~
dl!ll S

sec em

-2

Tlwy round at 4.2''K and ll°K,

(indepe nde nt o[ any a d hoc assumption s about

i.ty or loop l e n g th).

The validity of this meas urement
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is in question however, since the model for breakaway from pinning points
which was used in their analysis is applicable only to low frequency
stressing, while the experiments were carried out at 10 and 2CMH .
z
High Strain Rate Experimf.nts

Indirect measurements of the drag coefficient have been obtained

from Lhe applied stress vs strain rate behavior at hi g h strain rates
·
( 10 2_ 10 5 sec-1)11-17.

A linear relationship between stress and strain

rate has been observed and this implies that a viscous drag acts on dislocations if the moving dislocation density is independent of stress.
The high stresses employed in this method usually produce dislocation
velocities in excess of 10

3

em/sec.

Ferguson, Kumar and Darn

12

found a linear relationship ·between

stress and strain rate in single crystals of aluminum.

Their experi-

mental data is represented by an equation of the form
'T

where

T

0

-

'T

(7)

0

constant

a

temperature-dependent constant

~

strain rate.

They assume that the dislocations are moving at the terminal velocity
(T

-

T

)

( 8)

b/B

0

so tlln L

Y ==
wllt·rt· p

p bv

t

=

p b-2('1 - T ) /T3

( 9)

0

dt·ttl:lily ol thl" moving dislocations.

Compari so n

o[

equatlons
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7

and 9

indicates that p is

j

ndependent of stress and that
(10·) .

While the use of an effective stress

(T

-

T

0

)

in Eq. 8

may not be strictly

v a l ~.dl8 , these exp e rimentaL values of a, and an estimate of p permit
the calculation of ·B.· Using this method the drag coefficient was found to
decrease slightly with increasing temperature in the range 20-500°K.
Alternately, Eq . 1 ·0 may be used to c alculate p in the hi gh strain rate
experiments using the e xperimental value of a, and the appropriate B
determined from more direct measurements.
would indicate that p

aK/p

300

70

The data of Ferguson et al

oK is approximately 3 using Eq. 10 and the

B values of Gorman, Wood and Vreeland

19

.

Yoshida and Nagata have reported high strain rate measurements in
. 1e
s~ng

crysta 1 s o f

obeyed Eq. 7

c u 14 ,

with T
0

=

in Eq. 10 they found B

Cu-Mn a 11 oys

15

, an d Zn

16

.

The data for Cu

0, and using the initial dislocation density

-

=

-4
-2
0
1 . 3 x 10
dynes sec em
at 293 K.

Further,

they reported the following qualitative temperature dependence:

B

decr e ased with de cre asin g temperature below 293°K i n Cu and Cu- 0.1/~n
while the opposite was found in the 0.5% and 1.1% Mn alloys.

Their

v a lue of the viscous drag coefficient at r oom temperature agrees remarka bly wel l with the v alue determined by the more direct method
report e d below.

Yoshida and Nagata did n o t report values of B for

zinc , but the ir me asurements show that the yield p o int

fo~

basal slip,

.
2
-l
2
nt <l s t J-.:l i.n r a te o[ 7 x 10 se c
, dr o ppe d fr om 260 g /mm at 300°K t o

1. '3 (asHllllllllg p
I~

t"ot-

b t iHa

= c oll Htnnt and

'I

u

= 0).

The di r ect measurements of

l dI s lo ca ti o n s ov e r th l s t e nqw t:a ture r a n g e gav e the s a me ratio
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(Pope and Vreeland

20

).

Direct Measurements
The most direct me asurement of B which is presently practical involves the determination of the time durat ion of stress and the stress
amplitude required to produce a measurable dislocation displacement.
These measurements can be related to B most simply when both the critical 8tress to break obstacles and the internal stresses are negligible
compared to the applied stress.

B

Equation 3 is then applicable and for

=

(11)

-rbt/s.

It is possible to study the dependence of B on dislocation orientation
by this method.

However, the direct measurements become impractical when

dislocation densities are high, and are increasingly difficult at dislocation velocities approaching the sonic velocity.

When internal stresses

or obstac le strengths are not small compared to the applied stress, dislocation displacements are reduced and B is overestimated .
Techniques for the direct measurement of dislocation mobility are
discussed in reference 21.

Selective introduction of dislocations in

crystals containing very low dislocation densities, their observation by
the Berg-Barrett x-ray technique, and the use of short duration (10-10(),.1. sec)
torsional stress pulses to produce measureable displacements have proved
to be effective in giving a direct measure of B

.

~n

Zn

20

, Al

19

. and Cu

22

.

An examp l e of dislocation displacements pr o duc e d by a torsional stress
pulse appll.cd to a cylindrical crystal of zinc is shown in Fig. 4.

The

t wo nearly radlal Hcratc hcs seen on the basal surface, one continuous and

-11-

one int e rrupted, were ma de prior to the application o f the stress pulse.
The scratching produced long edge dislocations close to and parallel with
the scratch.

The dislocations at the center of the bottom edge of Fig. 4

(the axis of the cylindri,.;al specimen) are representative of the initial
configuration of all the dislocations after scratching.

The torsional

stress pulse produced displacements which are clearly linear with radius
on the continuous scratch.
local "obstructions."

The interrupted scratch shows the effect of

As the torsional stresses vary linearly with radius,

and the entire surface experienced the same duration of loading, we obtain
the viscous drag coefficient from Equation 10.
4
in excess of 10

cm/s~c

Dislocation velocities

have been produc e d by this method with displace-

ments up to about 1 mm.
Measured values of B for edge dislocations are shown in Fig. 5 as
a function of temperature.

The B values increase with increas i ng tem-

8
perature between 66° and 100°K which is in contrast with Mason's results .
Pope and Vreeland

20

measured B as a function of dislocation orientation

for basal dislocations in Zn.

The y found that B for edge oriented dis-

locations was about 25% greater than B for s c rew oriented dislocations,
while the temperature depe nde ncie s were similar.

IV.

THEORIES OF THE VISCOUS DRAG
Theories of dislocation interaction with phonons and with conduction

e l e ctrons have be en proposed which predict viscous drag.

Three distinct

phonon int e ra c tion me c han i sms ha v e b e en di s cus sed in the literature:
l'lw1wn lnt(• rnet lon with the mov i n g stra in fi e ld o f t h e dislocation,
nnha rmon'i c rndia t lo11 from the disl oca tion core, and pho non induce d

-1 ~ -

flutter of the dislocation line .
Three physical processes ·n ave been put forward to describe the interaction of thermal phonons with the strain field of the moving dislocation.
These include the

thermoela~tic

the phonon scattering _mecbanism.

effect, the phonon viscosity effect, and
The thermoelastic and viscosity effects

can be shown to be two separate parts of the same thermal phonon-strain
field interaction, first proposed by Akhieser

23

Akhieser clearly demon-

strated the lattice absorption of energy from strain waves with long wavelengths relative to the thermal phonon mean free path.

He reasoned that

the thermal phonons are highly localized with respect to the varying
strain field and can be considered as traveling through a uniform medium
with a slowly modulating strain field.

The lattice the rmal frequencies

are changed as the result of the impression of the strain, creating ternperature differences between phonon modes at any spatial point.

The

temperature differences themselves are spatially-dependent, according to
the spatial dependence of the strain field.

A two step relaxation process

re-establishes thermal equilibrium in the crystal.
Firstly, the phonons at any point relax to a new thermal equilibrium
at some common temperature (adiabatic temperature) through phonon-phonon
collisions.

Return to the general isothermal condition is then governed

by the macroscopic parameters involved in heat flow between spatial points.
The ener g y absorbed from a moving dislocation s train field in the latte r
s tage (adiabatic-isothermal transition) has been d e termined exac tly by
Eshc lby

24

anu_,

wc tner
. 25

.
an d 1s
ne g ligibly small for metals.

The [ormer step has been conside r e d by Mason a nd others

26-28

pres e nt e d approximat e calculations for the ene rgy absorption.

, who

Howe ver,

dl[[i c ulties arise in consideration of the re g ion of the dislocation

_,_3-

strain field tha t can interact with the rmal phonons and in determination
of appropriate phonon relaxation times.
The phonon scattering mechanism considers the scattering of thermal
phonons by the strain field of a moving dislocation and the difference
in crys tal momentum imparted to phonons in the forward and back-scattered
directions.

These mechanisms have been reviewed by Lothe

29

It has not

yet been clearly demonstrated whether the scattering and viscosity mechanisms are . indeed different mathematical approaches to the same problem
or apply to different regions of the phonon spectrum.
It is not possible, at this date, to closely approximate the experimental determination of the drag coefficients of several soft metals
(Fig. 5) by one or a combination of phonon mechanisms over a wide temperature range.
Electron Interaction with the Moving Strain Field
Conduction electrons interacting with a moving dislocation give rise
to a viscous drag .

This interaction may become dominant at low temper-

atures where the dislocation-phonon interaction is very weak.
Mason

30

proposed that the free electrons exert a viscous drag on the

moving dislocation similar in effect to the phonon drag .

The drag co-

efficient due to free elec trons, according t o Mason, is proportional to
the electrical conductivity and therefore increases as the temperature
decreases.

The ultrasonic attenuation measurements of Mason and co-workers

indicated an increasing B with decreasing temperature.

In the s uper-

cu ndul·.t tug sl:tlt• tht• dr11g L:onstant dul'. to l'OJH.luct.ion e l ec trons should
dt~crvast•

llHlrkedly.

V. Ya. Kravclwuk u

Jl

treated the dislocation-electron interaction.

-14He concluded tha t the drag coeff i cie nt was t e mpe ra ture i ndepende nt .

A

similar conclusion was reached by Hol s tein, whos e tr ea tme nt appears in
the appendix of a paper by Tittmann and

B~mme1 32 .

Bo th Kravchenko and

Holst e in criticised Mason's treatme nt on the basis that it was based on
an assumption which was grossly violated (the assumption that .q..e<<l where
..e

=

mean free path for conduction e lectrons a nd q

=

typical Fourie r

c o mponent of the dislocation strain field) .
Huffman and Louat

33

reconsidered the disl o cation-ele ctron int e raction .

The ir treatment found B to be proportional to the electrical conductivity
(Mason's result) although they conside red q..e>>l in the spirit of the
Kravchenko and Holstein tre atme nts.

No reconciliation o f the conflicting

conclusions regarding the behavior of B at low t e mperature has bee n made.
V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The existence of viscous drag on dislocations permits a quasi-

steady state dislocation motion to occur, with the work done by the
applie d forces being dissipated by the viscous forces .

At high strain

r a tes, the viscous fo r ces on dislocations may exceed other s ources of
dislocation dra g and the stress level is then directly proportional to
the viscous dr ag coefficient.

The temperature dependence of the stre ss-

s t rain be h av ior wi ll then be strongly influenced by the temperature
dependence of the viscous drag co e fficie nt.
Direct measurements de monstr a t e that the viscous drag coefficient
in c r eases with tempe rature in the r a n ge 66 -300 °K [ or dislocation s on close. .
.
7
I nt er na 1. [ r1 cl 1on me asurements , stress

v:-; HLI-;IIn •· nt1• tnt•a:-; u re tlll'n ts

14

and dir e ct measuremen ts

22

in Cu a ll giv e

vSHl' nl. i ally tlw sanll' value for B a t 'lOO "K, and the same t e mp era tu re
d e p l' llllc' ll ce i :-; indi ca t e d .

The r esu lt s u£ direct meas urement s b e l ow 66 °K

-15-

have not yet been published, E.nd the two s o urces of indirect measurements
in this range are in conflict with one another.
Above 66°K, the mechanism for dislocation damping is recognized to
be some form of dislocation-phonon interaction, although the experimental
results do not correlate with one or a combination of mechanisms.

It

is concluded that more complete theories are required to allow a positive
comparison of experimental and theoretical results.
Theories of the dislocation-electron interaction differ with regard
to the predicted temperature dependence of B.

Direct measurements at

temperatures be low 66°K are needed to resolve this controversy .
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FIGURF CAPTIONS

Fig. l

Temperature variatiou of the attenua tion of a ten megacycle
shear wave in an annealed copper single crystal before and

5
after neutron irra.diation (data of Alers and Salama ) .

Fig. 2

Temperature variation of the e lastic shear modulus

c 44

in

annealed and neutron irradiated copper (data of Alers and
5
Salama ) .

Fig . 3

Tempe rature variation of the dislocation dra~ c oefficient in
aluminum and copper reported by Mason

8

(obtained from an

analysis of internal friction measurements).

Fig. 4

A Berg-Barrett topograph of the basal surface of zinc taken
after the application of a short duration torsion pulse at
66°K.

Note motion away from a continuous and an interrupted

radial scratch (center of cylindrical specimen is at the left
in the figure).

Fig. 5
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Temperature variation of the edge dislocation drag coefficient
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from direct measurements 1n z1nc
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Fig. 2 Temperature variation of t he elastic shear modulus
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Fig. 3 Temperature variation of the dislocation drag coefficient in
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Fig . 4

A Be r g -Barre tt topog raph of the basal surface of zinc taken
after the application of a short duration torsion pulse at
66°K.

Note motion away from a continuous and an interrupted

radial scratch (center of cylindrical spe c imen is at the left
in the fi g ure).
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Fig . 5

Temperature variation of the edge dislocation drag coefficient
from d irect measurements in zinc 20 (OOOl)(lZlO), aluminum19
22
and copper

